Lenition is a process whereby a segment shifts to a "weaker" variant (i.e., closer to deletion in the history of languages). Lenition is also a positional phenomenon, typically affecting intervocalic or coda consonants before post-coda or post-pausal onsets. While the lenition of stops is well studied in Romance languages, investigations about other segments are rare. We propose to fill this gap by focusing on /R/ in Québec French (QF), a variety documented to exhibit up to 9 allophones. We examine 50K+ read words from the PFC-Québec Corpus [1] that we manually annotated (for voicing, manner and place of articulation – based on perception and spectrograms). The analysis of the distribution of /R/ in different syllabic positions shows that lenited (approximantized, vocalized and non-realized) variants indeed appear in leniting positions (coda and intervocalic), thus showing that /R/ realizations in QF are not in free variation but indeed an instance of lenition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lenition is a well-known process in historical phonetics whereby a segment shifts to a "weaker" variant. A variant is considered as "weaker" than its former realization if it can be found on the path from the former realization to complete deletion in the history of languages. Lenition and its opposite, fortition, are positional phenomena, i.e., some syllabic positions are, regardless of phonetic context, weakening positions, favoring lenition, while other positions are strengthening positions, favoring fortition, or at least resistance to lenition [2]. Typically, the intervocalic context (henceforth, V_V as /R/ in Fr. "bureau" /byRo/, office) and the coda position, either word-internal (V_C as in Fr. "verdit" /vrR/, turns green) or word-final (V_# as in Fr. "dur" /dyR/, hard) are leniting contexts, as in (1), while the onset position, either word-initial (#_V as in Fr. "rouge" /RuX/, red) or word-internal (C_V as in the family name "Malraux" /malRo/) are fortifying ones as in (2).

(1) Lat. /t/ → Fr. /0/:  
V_V = Lat. pater → padre → peère → Fr. père

(2) Lat. /t/ → Fr. /t/:  
C_V = Lat. porta → Fr. porte

Studies on lenition in Romance languages however rarely focus on rhotics (to the exception of some studies on Catalan [3] or Brazilian Portuguese [4, 5, 6, 7]). The reason behind the scarcity of these studies probably lies in the fact that /R/ in Standard French shows little variation besides the well-known voicing assimilation (e.g., "quatre" [katX], four but "cadre" [kadr], frame), arguably an instance of lenition itself [8]. However, this relative uniformity is not shared by all varieties of French, and Canadian French shows an impressive amount of allophones in the realization of the rhotic ([9, 10] for instance).

In Canada, most of the native speakers of French are found in the province of Québec (inhabitants of Québec representing 23.2% of Canada’s population). The last survey published by the "Institut de la statistique du Québec" about Francophonie (2016), stated that 79% of the population of Québec were identifiable as native speakers of French, i.e., approximately 6.4M out of 8.1M inhabitants. In Québec, the population is mainly distributed along the shores of the Saint-Laurent river, which leads to the terminology Eastern/Western Québec French in sociolinguistic studies (see [10] for instance). Another group of speakers is to be mentioned here: Acadian speakers, who are gathered in the North-East part of Québec and considered belonging to a different regiolect (see [11] among others). However, according to a demographic study conducted by Laval University [12], in the last decade, 97% of the population was concentrated in 20% of the territory, out of which 80% in the cities of Sept-Îles and Montreal.

Previous works [13, 14, 15, 16] show that there are both apical and dorsal realizations of
co-occurring as allophones in Québec French (henceforth QF). The use of these allophones varies across speakers depending on their region (apical variants being a marker of Western QF and uvular fricatives of Eastern QF) but also their age (younger speakers displaying close to no apical allophones), thus making /R/ a sociolinguistic marker [16] evolving over time (tending towards the disappearance of the apical variant). The articulation mode also varies (fricatives, trills, approximants...) resulting in up to 9 allophones of /R/ in Québec French [17].

In the present paper, we propose to fill the gap regarding the phonetics and phonology of /R/ in French, and in particular in Québec French. We aim to analyse 50k+ items pronounced by native QF speakers to identify their phonetic realizations and possible patterns of variation. In particular, we focus on positional factors to establish whether this variation in the realization of rhotics in QF can be considered an instance of lenition.

In the following, we present our data and methodology in Section 2, our results in Section 3 and our conclusions and discussion in Section 4.

2. METHOD

2.1. Corpus

For this study, we use a subset of the PFC-Québec corpus [1, 18], in which speakers had to read 2 word lists (max. 304 items) specifically designed to bring out commonly discussed variation patterns in French phonology.

The corpus covers 32 locations, though only 29 were selected for this paper (we ruled out the data from incomplete list readings or from illiterate speakers). Among them, 13 are Western Laurentian, 12 Eastern Laurentian, and 4 Acadian, for a total of 396 speakers (206 females, 190 males) born between 1921 and 1999.

2.2. Coding

For this study, we manually coded the 58,083 exemplars of /R/ occurring in the recorded lexical words of the corpus. The purpose of this coding was to differentiate the 9 allophones of /R/ displayed by QF speakers. A trained phonetician listened to the recordings and looked at the spectrograms and oscillograms generated by Praat [19] in order to segment and code the phone. The choice of allophone was made according to both the perception of the annotator and a set of features:

- apical tap [ɾ] or trill [r]: Perceived as apical + 1 to 3 flappings in the spectrogram,
- uvular trill [ʁ]: Perceived as uvular + 2 to 3 flappings in the spectrogram,
- voiceless fricative [ʁ]: Friction noise and no F0 or voicing bar in the spectrogram,
- voiced fricative [ʁ]: Friction noise in the spectrogram and F0 detected + voicing bar,
- retroflex [ɻ]: Perceived as a retroflex + formants in the spectrogram,
- approximant variant [ʁ]: Formants in the spectrogram, glide-like,
- vocalized variant [ʁ]: Very stable formants in the spectrogram, schwa-like,
- deleted: No visible trace of a phone in the spectrogram - very often in clusters.

For the purpose of our analysis, the phonological contexts in which each phone appears is also automatically coded. One of the 6 contexts listed below (by order of strength) was attributed to each token depending on its position in the word:

- word-initial onset: #_V (e.g., rouge /Ruʃ/, red),
- part of an onset TR-cluster: C_V (e.g., bras /bR̝/, arm),
- intervocalic onset: V_V (e.g., bureau /byR̝/, office),
- word-internal coda: V_C (e.g., verdit /vE̝Rdi/, turns green),
- word-final coda: V_# (e.g., dur /dyR/, hard),
- part of a coda TR-cluster: C_# (e.g., quatre /katR/, four).

2.3. Data

For the present study, we excluded retroflex variants (only 21 tokens in a reduced number of word-forms) as well as word-final clusters (almost exclusively /tR/ clusters thus biasing the results), which results in a subset of 55,672 tokens.

The remaining variants are grouped into 4 categories according to strength of /R/[20]: Apical (apical trills [ɾ] and taps [ɾ]), Uvular (uvular trills [ʁ]), Fricatives ([ʁ] and [ʁ]), and Lenified ([ɾ], [ʁ] and non-realized). Counts are given in Table 1.

3. RESULTS

In this section, we present our results regarding the distribution of our 4 /R/ categories (Apical, Uvular, Fricatives and Lenited) as a function of their syllabic position in the word. However, it appears that apical and uvular variants are not generalized among all speakers: Most speakers (n=153) use only the voiced and voiceless uvular fricatives and no
Table 1: Distribution of variants for QF /R/ according to predicted context of lenition (top to bottom). The rates in blue are the rates of each variant in the given position, the rates in green are the rates of each variant across positions. The numbers in black are the counts of each variant in each position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Apical</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Fricatives</th>
<th>Lenited</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#_V</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>33.1%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>786</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>3917</td>
<td>2793</td>
<td>7971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_V</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>50.7%</td>
<td>35.3%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2116</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>10159</td>
<td>7065</td>
<td>20026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_V</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1207</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>3169</td>
<td>6681</td>
<td>11245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_C</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>46.9%</td>
<td>45.7%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>281</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>4104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_#</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>37.1%</td>
<td>39.7%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>338</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4569</td>
<td>7354</td>
<td>12326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4728</td>
<td>1435</td>
<td>23740</td>
<td>25769</td>
<td>55672</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Distribution of variants for QF /R/ according to predicted context of lenition (from left to right) for the subset of fricative /R/ users (n=153 speakers, n=21523 /R/).

likely to be used in every context except V_V and V_# where they are realized as often as lenited variants.

It thus seems that /R/ variation patterns qualify as lenition, although it has not yet fully expanded from word-final to word-initial coda position, which is not surprising since the latter usually undergoes change later than the former [2, 22].

3.2. Apical Speakers

Regarding speakers with at least 5% apical /R/ in their productions, Fig.2 shows that they do not display any uvular trills, and few uvular fricatives. Moreover, it is clear that word-internal and word-final codas, i.e., weakening positions, display more lenited variants than word-initial onsets, i.e., strengthening positions (Δ=21.7% and Δ=58.0% respectively).

The multinomial mixed effect model shows that there is indeed a main effect for Context ($\chi^2(4, n=6,111)=17.3072, p<0.01$).

Posthoc tests then show that all the tested pairs differ in each context (p<0.001). Thus, V_# is the context that triggers the most lenited variants (p<0.001), followed by V_C. Very few lenified variants are used in the other contexts, including the intervocalic position, where apicals are largely preferred. It therefore seems that Apical speakers also display a variation pattern that qualifies as lenition.

3.3. Uvular Speakers

Regarding speakers with at least 5% uvular trilled /R/ in their productions, as can be seen in Fig.3, they display very few apical variants and many uvular fricatives and never the uvular, while other speakers (n=49) use the apical variant only marginally and prefer the uvular. We will therefore present the results for the "Fricative speakers" (21,523 tokens) in subsection 3.1, then for the "Apical speakers" (6,111 tokens) in subsection 3.2 and for the "Uvular speakers" (6,852 tokens) in subsection 3.3.

Our statistical analyses consist in multinomial logistic mixed models (mclogit package [21] under R 4.0). We started with a full model with speaker and word variables as random effects as in (3), and used model comparison through log likelihood comparison to find the best-fit model. In this paper we present only the results for linguistic context.

(3) Formula: Coding ~ Context * Birthyear * Sex

3.1. Fricative Speakers

Regarding speakers using exclusively fricative and lenited variants, as can be seen in Fig.1, lenited /R/ appears more in weakening positions, i.e., intervocalic onset and both word-internal and word-final codas, than in strengthening positions, i.e., word-initial onsets (Δ=28.2%, Δ=7.4% and Δ=17.0% respectively).

The multinomial mixed effect model shows that there is indeed a main effect for Context ($\chi^2(4, n=21,523)=24.576, p<0.001$).

Posthoc tests then show that fricatives are more

3.2. Apical Speakers

Regarding speakers with at least 5% apical /R/ in their productions, Fig.2 shows that they do not display any uvular trills, and few uvular fricatives. Moreover, it is clear that word-internal and word-final codas, i.e., weakening positions, display more lenited variants than word-initial onsets, i.e., strengthening positions (Δ=21.7% and Δ=58.0% respectively).

The multinomial mixed effect model shows that there is indeed a main effect for Context ($\chi^2(4, n=6,111)=17.3072, p<0.01$).

Posthoc tests then show that all the tested pairs differ in each context (p<0.001). Thus, V_# is the context that triggers the most lenited variants (p<0.001), followed by V_C. Very few lenified variants are used in the other contexts, including the intervocalic position, where apicals are largely preferred. It therefore seems that Apical speakers also display a variation pattern that qualifies as lenition.

3.3. Uvular Speakers

Regarding speakers with at least 5% uvular trilled /R/ in their productions, as can be seen in Fig.3, they display very few apical variants and many uvular fricatives and never the uvular.
The rates of lenited variants are higher in all positions than those in Fig.2, suggesting that these speakers have a stronger tendency to lenition than Apical speakers. However, there are still more lenited variants in weakening positions, i.e., word-initial coda, word-final coda and even intervocalic positions, than in strengthening positions, i.e., word-initial onsets ($\Delta = 22.9\%$, $\Delta = 57.2\%$ and $\Delta = 28.9\%$ respectively). One additional interesting observation is that rates of uvular fricatives seem rather constant across all positions while the variant losing ground vis-à-vis lenited variants is the uvular trill, which can therefore be identified as a properly “strong” variant rather than as a “default” variant.

Posthoc tests then show that all rates are significantly different, except for Uvular Fricatives vs Uvular Trills in word-initial onset #_V positions, Uvular Fricatives vs Lenited variants in intervocalic V_V and word-internal coda V_C positions, and finally Apical vs Uvular Trills in word-internal V_C and word-final V_# coda positions. In sum, uvular fricatives are equally distributed with uvular trills in strong onset position but with lenited variants in weak intervocalic and internal coda positions, while apical and uvular trills are equally distributed in both word-internal and word-final coda position.

For these speakers too, then, the distribution of /R/ realizations qualifies as lenition, where the lenited variants are in quasi complementary distribution with a strong uvular variant.

4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In the present paper, we analyze the distribution of 55,672 realizations of /R/ in Québec French with regards to their syllabic positions. We find that “weaker”, i.e., approximant-like, vowel-like or even non-realized variants of /R/ indeed occur in syllabic positions identified by historical linguists as weakening positions, thus advocating in favor of an ongoing lenition of /R/ in this variety of French. Our work corroborates the idea of intervocalic and coda positions being triggering positions for lenition overall in Romance languages [2, 22]. It also sheds light on the fact that QF speakers can be grouped according to their preferred “strong” allophone of /R/ (i.e., apical, uvular, or fricative) and that these groups all behave similarly regarding lenition.

In future work, even though single transcribers have been shown to be internally consistent [23], additional corroboration from random sample coding will be undertaken. Future studies will also allow us to explore the geo- and socio-linguistic factors at play in the lenition of /R/ and even compare these patterns with those found in other varieties such as Metropolitan French. We also intend to provide observations regarding each /R/ variant separately, and to include in our models frequency and various other phonetic characteristics (duration, formants, speech-rate, etc.), which have been shown to correlate with lenition [24, 25].
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6. REFERENCES


1 In French, /R/ is almost never an internal onset since sequences of an obstruct followed by /R/ usually result in a so-called muta cum liquida, or CR-cluster.

2 Throughout the paper, we use a capital R to note the rhotic of French without posing an underlying representation. This notation is not the same as the one for the uvular trill s, and is merely a way to refer to some sort of rhotic archiphoneme.

3 Full lists can be found on the project’s webpage https://public.projet-pfc.net

4 Apical taps and trills are usually confused and merged as a single "apical" macro-category in classical studies on Quebec French, thus we confuse them in this paper but will address the possibility of the tap being a lenited variant of the trill in further analyses.

5 A threshold was set to 5% apical realizations (for Apical speakers) and 5% uvular realizations (for Uvular speakers) to ensure that the use of these /R/ variants was not an articulatory “accident” but an actual use of the variant. The groups of Fricative, Apical and Uvular speakers are mutually exclusive.